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3ds Max 6 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
For the new user or seasoned pro, Discreet authorized trainer,  Ted Boardman, explains the latest version of the most popular 3d program.  Following the exercises and tutorials in the book, readers will discover the new  features of 3ds max X that make it even more powerful and easier to use. Learn  how to work effectively and...
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The Ultimate VB.NET and ASP.NET Code BookApress, 2003
Have you noticed that the majority of .NET books seem intent on hiding you  from real-world code? You can buy a 1,500-page draft excluder, study it  intensively for a month, and still be none the wiser as to how to write basic  programs. This book isn’t like that. 

Within these pages, you’ll learn how to create exciting new...
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3ds max 7 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If 3ds max 7 can do it, you can do it too ...
"Max" is a powerhouse of impressive features, and whether you're a seasoned pro or just starting out, you'll find version 7 exciting, challenging, and a lot of fun. This book is packed with everything you need to create professional-quality animations with Max. It covers every feature,...
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3ds max 7 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Offering character animation functionality previously only  available in programs costing two to three times as much, 3ds max 7 is  everything you've dreamed of in a 3D modeling program-and more! Here to get you  hands-on fast is a project-based guide from one of Discreet's own carefully  chosen authorized training specialists,...
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New Masters of FlashFriends of Ed, 2003

	New Masters of Flash is both a global showcase and practical tutorial. Nineteen of the planet's most awe-inspiring Flash designers share their influences, ideas and objectives in individual introductory essays. They then take the reader through a step-by-step tutorial explaining in detail how to create in Flash 5 the interfaces,...
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Character Animation: 2D Skills for Better 3D, Second EditionFocal Press, 2007
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology. 
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami 

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...
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Introducing Autodesk 3ds Max 2011 (Autodesk Official Training Guide: Essential)Sybex, 2010

	An Autodesk Official Training Guide to 3ds Max 2011


	3ds Max is a popular 3D animation-and-effects software used in movies, visual effects, games, cartoons, short films, commercials, and other animation. However, it also presents a number of challenges to newcomers. This introduction to the latest version breaks down the...
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Taking Your iPad 2 to the MaxApress, 2011

	Oh, how far we’ve come.


	As we progress into the second decade of the 21st century, it’s becoming increasingly
	obvious how the computers of the previous 30 years have begun to look not just old but archaic.
	The massive CRT monitors of the 1980s and 1990s have given way to pencil-thin displays of the
	2000s. The...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2003
Consisting of 24 one-hour lessons, Sams Teach Yourself PHP in 24 Hours is divided into five sections that guide the reader through the language from the basics to the advanced functions. 

The first section of the book teaches the fundamentals of PHP.  And then, building upon what has been taught in the first section, sections two through...
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3DS Max LightingWordware Publishing, 2005
This book is separated into three main parts: Part I, “Lighting Theory,”
Part II, “3ds max Lighting Tools,” and Part III, “Creating Lighting.” Part
I covers the fundamentals of what light is, how it acts and reacts in our
world, and what those reactions look like. Part II covers the virtual...
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Wireless Crash Course, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Best Introduction to Wireless--Completely Revised and Updated
Get a complete overview of the rapidly evolving field of wireless telecommunications, including the basics of wireless networks, essential technologies, applications, and markets. The new, completely updated edition of this practical resource offers clear, easy-to-follow...
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Inside Rhinoceros 5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2014

	INSIDE RHINOCEROS 5, is the ideal introduction to using the latest version of Rhino. This well-designed book bridges the gap between theoretical and software-oriented approaches to computer modeling by providing a balanced presentation of theory, concepts, and hands-on tutorials. It begins with an overview of the Rhinoceros 5 interface and...
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